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his special online-only edition of the Avon Go
Round is mainly to provide pictures of the
improvements to the Club that were
undertaken over the 2009 season, including some that
have occurred only recently. Also included is a report
on the final tournament of the year, the Iron Man,
held on November 7 as well as on another trophy
won.
But before getting to that, here are two reminders
from past issues that may save you a bit of money.
First, be sure to renew your membership for the 2010
season no later than close-of-business March 1, 2010.
Remember, if current Full and Value Category
members pay their full 2010 dues on time and by
cash or cheque rather than by credit card, they avoid
the dues increase and pay essentially the same as the
2009 rates. See the September edition of the Avon Go
Round elsewhere on the Club website for details.

Next, recall the article on the Healthy Living Tax
Incentive? It first appeared in the May edition and
was more-or-less repeated in July, with both editions
also available on the website. This incentive can
result in your getting a bit of a credit on your 2009
taxes, but as we all know, every little bit helps. Your
best start is to get a receipt for your 2009 dues from
the office, which you’ll need at tax time to take
advantage of this incentive: call Claudette at (902)
798-4654 and she’ll get it ready for you,
remembering that she’s on vacation from December
14 to January 7..
On behalf of the Board, thanks for your support over
the 2009 season and hope to see you next year!

P. Reynolds- Director, Publicity
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Iron Man Tournament & Daniels U-Pick Trophy Results
One last unofficial fun tournament was held at Avon Valley on Saturday, Oct. 31. Without a lot of prior notification
before the tournament, we still attracted 34 participants. The tournament was played with a Shot Gun start to allow for
any other members or green-feers who did not want to partake in the tournament to play around us. The weather cooperated , with temperatures a bit cool but we were fortunate not to have any rain- or worse- snow!

Iron Man 2009 - Bill Chipman Gross
Score 79

Other results were as follows:
1st. Gross
2nd. Gross
3rd. Gross
4th. Gross

Tom Smith
Cory Walker
Wade Cornell
Wayne Northup

80
83
87®
87®

1st. Net
2nd. Net
3rd. Net
4th. Net

Kent Rushton
Phil Moir
Ben Popwell
Rob O’Hara

73
74
75
74

Special acknowledgement & thanks to Janice Pace and
Judy Smith, who were the only ladies who played in the
tournament
.

Daniels U-Pick Trophy 2009
Bill Chipman

On a related matter, further congratulations to Bill on his
capturing the Daniel’s U-Pick Trophy. This is awarded to
the winner of match play between the top eight gross
scorers in the Men’s Club Championship.

Wayne Northup
Match Chairman
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Course Improvements- 2009
Over 2009, the Grounds and Greens committee did a study of every hole on the course centering around “doable” improvements. These resutlted in the following pictured improvements (unfortunately missing is a shot of
the new toilet beside the gazebo between 14 and 16 tees, removed for the season before the pictures were
taken). Plans for 2010 and future years include asphalt paving to connect the cartpath to the forward tee on # 6,
lengthening the cartpath on # 13, rebuilding the forward tee on # 12, installing pads for benches, new ball
washers, new plants etc. on these and other holes. We’ll end this section by showing some very recent new
paving.
Kirk Stephen
VP & Chair, Grounds & Greens Ctee.

Drainage- Hole # 2, over brook: All pictures taken November 16,unless otherwise noted.
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Lattice work, toilet facilities behind # 6 green

Drainage behind # 8 “white” tees: the trenching continues downhill outside the pic’s range.
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Drainage between # 8 forward tee & brook

Expansion of clubhouse storage areas
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Completely re-built teeing area, # 11

What it will look like from eyeball height when the tee-markers are right at the back
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A few improvements on # 13: latticework in front of the facilities, improvements to the path
on the forward tee, new gravel on the path beside the green (as seen looking back from # 14).
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The ditch between # 13 and # 14 is now covered over from # 14 tee to the 1st bridge: again, it
will grow in.

Latticework & other framing protecting the seating area on the # 16 forward tee
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Recent paving: finalization of parking lot: the shots on this page only were taken November 13 and
show the paving of the parking area as completed in accordance with the original plan.
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More recent paving: beside the Clubhouse, the main entryway & road to the practice area
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Tales from the Bardroom
No column this month. Will asked me to pass along his regrets that he couldn’t write anything.
He says that after his last words to her as reported in the October issue, Anne shreiked at him
in exasperation. He says he laughed so hard, that he fell off the bed and sprained his writing
hand. He said he hopes you all enjoy the Winter Olympics & that he’ll see you next Spring. .
[ed.]

_____________________________________
Finally, an end-of-season thanks to all our 2009 advertisers and sponsors- please continue to
support them over the winter months!
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